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Orbital alignment cross sections by stimulated emission probing:
The state-to-state Ca Rydberg process
Ca(4s17d 1D2)1Xe˜Ca(4s18p 1P1)1Xe

Eileen M. Spain,a) Mark J. Dalberth, Paul D. Kleiber,b) and Stephen R. Leonec)
Joint Institute for Laboratory Astrophysics, National Institute of Standards and Technology,
University of Colorado, Boulder, Colorado 80309 and the Department of Chemistry and Biochemistry,
University of Colorado, Boulder, Colorado 80309

Stefan S. Op de Beek and Jan P. J. Driessen
Physics Department, Eindhoven University of Technology, P.O. Box 513, 5600 MB Eindhoven,
The Netherlands

~Received 10 January 1995; accepted 22 March 1995!

The initial state alignment effect vs relative velocity is measured for a state-to-state Ca Rydberg
collisional energy transfer process. The stimulated emission detection method is used to determine
the alignment effect for then,l -changing transition: Ca(4s17d 1D2)1Xe→Ca(4s18p 1P1)
1Xe1DE521.7 cm21. The rate of electronic energy transfer in this state-changing collision is
observed to vary with the direction of the Rydberg electron charge cloud relative to the collision
axis. Both the expected cos~4b! and cos~2b! dependencies are observed. The alignment data are
analyzed to obtain the relative cross sections for the individual Ca~1D2! magnetic sublevels. The
values of them-sublevel cross sectionss0:su1u:su2u are 1.1360.02:1.1160.02:0.8360.02. Qualitative
interpretations of the relative cross sections in terms of both molecular~van der Waals! Born–
Oppenheimer potentials and the impulse approximation are presented. ©1995 American Institute
of Physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The large size of a Rydberg atom suggests that it wou
undergo unique collision dynamics since the outer electr
and cation core may be considered as separate scatterer
first recognized by Fermi.1 Depending on the Rydberg atom-
collision partner interaction, the level of excitation in the
Rydberg atom, and the nature of the collisional process, t
relative contributions of the electron-perturber and ion
core-perturber interactions may vary. This is because tuni
the principal quantum number,n, of the Rydberg state can
alter important dynamical parameters such as the elect
orbital velocity, period of electron orbit compared to colli
sion time with the perturber, electron binding energy, dens
of nearby Rydberg states, and the radial extent of the orbit
Experimental probes and theoretical models of such intera
tions have been the subject of considerable research activi2

Most of this body of work has concentrated on understandi
the scalar quantities of various collisional processes.

Scalar experimental and theoretical studies of Rydbe
atom rare-gas collisions are available in the literature. Typ
cally, collisional depopulation cross sections for an initia
Rydberg level with a rare gas have been measured in c
experiments. Many of these experiments investigated t
collisional removal ofns, np, andnd states in anl -mixing
process, thought to occur by an impulsive Rydberg electro
perturber interaction~i.e., low energy electron scattering!.
No final states were resolved. The rates ofl -mixing colli-
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sions of Nand states scale as the geometric size of the
Rydberg level at lown, but decrease asn becomes larger.3

However, Na ns state collisional depopulation studies
showed that the Na1/rare-gas interaction was responsible for
then changing collision since no dependence on then level
~geometric cross section of the Rydberg state! was found.4 A
study of Rbnp collisional quenching by rare gases con-
cluded that the cross sections were not explained solely b
electron/rare-gas or ionic core/rare-gas interactions.5 Concur-
rent with these experiments, theoretical probes of these sys
tems were developed that have relied mainly on a low energ
electron scattering model which is formulated by the impulse
approximation plus free electron model. Here, it is assumed
that the ionic core-perturber and electron-perturber interac
tion are short range with respect to the mean distance be
tween the ionic core and the Rydberg electron. This assump
tion allows the ionic core-perturber interaction to be ignored
and the Rydberg electron to be considered free. Qualitativ
agreement between several theoretical studies and the expe
mentaln-dependentl -mixing cross sections was obtained.6

Both theory and experiment showed that the cross section fo
He increased as the geometric size of the Rydberg orbita
~scales asn4! from n55 to 10. Forn>10, the cross section
leveled off or decreased slightly. This trend in the magnitude
of the l -mixing cross section withn leads to the conclusion
that the interplay among the ionic core, Rydberg electron
and perturber changes.7 At lower n, the three participants act
together as a whole and thel -mixing cross section scales as
the Rydberg geometric cross section. At highern, it is the
electron-perturber interaction which dominates. Therefore
the cross section scaling is less than the geometric cross se
tion. Alternatively, these observations were explained by

ty,
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Gallagher et al.3 and others8 in a classical free electron
model. In this model, an increase in orbital period~scales as
n3! and a decrease in Rydberg electron velocity~scales as
n21! will decrease the probability of the electron-perturbe
impulsive collision. Therefore, asn increases, the perturber
has a greater chance of moving through the Rydberg orb
without encountering the Rydberg electron, thus leading to
decrease in thel -mixing cross section.

In the studies reported here, much more informatio
about the angular momentum mixing mechanism can
gleaned from the anisotropic behavior of the dynamic
event. To understand the anisotropic properties of a collisio
a vector correlation experiment is needed, where the atom
initially excited and aligned~oriented! with respect to the
collision axis. If the Rydberg atom is prepared in an aligne
~oriented! state, then the spatial extent as well as the angu
shape of the electron charge cloud can determine the scat
ing properties.

We present results for the (n,l ) state-changing collision
of a Rydberg calcium atom with Xe in a two-vector correla
tion experiment @Ca(4s17d 1D2)→Ca(4s18p 1P1)#. The
Na cell experiments cited above measured absolute cr
sections for collisional depopulation as a function ofn. Here,
relative cross sections for population transfer from individu
angular momentum levels of the initial state to a final sta
are measured. We employ stimulated emission detection
probe the final state population, which is referred to as t
dump method. Other than selective field ionization9 ~SFI!
and the resonant collision of RydbergK atoms,10 we are not
aware of any state-to-state dynamical experiments of Ry
berg atom collisions. In the preceding paper,11 use of the
dump method is assessed. It is found that if the dump step
chosen such that all final state magnetic sublevels are equ
dumped to an intermediate state, then a reliable two-vec
correlation experiment is achieved. Interpretation of the r
sults for the state-changing collision are discussed in ter
of two theoretical models.

II. EXPERIMENT

A. Overview

The collision induced near-resonant state-to-state ene
transfer process

Ca~4s17d 1D2!1Xe→Ca~4s18p 1P1!1Xe1DE

521.7 cm21 ~1!

is investigated in a crossed beam experiment which is sc
matically shown in Fig. 3 of Ref. 11. In the crossed bea
apparatus the Ca atoms emanating from an effusive oven
electronically excited by a two-step laser excitation schem
displayed in Fig. 1. At the interaction region the Ca beam
crossed at 90° with a pulsed supersonic jet of Xe atoms. T
configuration provides a well defined initial relative velocity
vector,v rel . The relative velocity of the Ca1Xe collision is
82 meV ~718 m/s!. The reader is referred to previous
publications12,13 for the details of the calcium effusive oven
and pulsed jet. Upon collision, population that transfers
the collisionally produced 4s18p 1P1 level is stimulated
down to the 4s4d 1D2 level with a third pulsed dye laser.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 102ded¬20¬Dec¬2010¬to¬131.155.151.114.¬Redistribution¬subject¬to¬AIP¬lic
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Subsequent fluorescence from the 4s4d state to the
4s4p 1P1 state at 733 nm is collected by a fiber optic bund
coupled to a monochromator and photomultiplier tub
~PMT!. No signal was observed with He as the collisio
partner, whereas the interaction with Xe provides adequ
signal to extract an alignment effect.

B. Ca(4s17d 1D2) preparation

The 4s17d level is excited in a resonant two step exc
tation involving only singlet states (4s2→4s4p→4s17d).
The angular wave function of the aligned state depends
the relative angles of the individual laser polarizations. Wi
both laser polarizations parallel~ll!, the Ca~1D2! state is
prepared with an angular wave functionY20, where the laser
polarization vectors serve as the quantization axis. When o
laser polarization is set perpendicular to the other~l↔!, an
aligned state with wave function (Y2212Y21)/& is pre-
pared. The probability density for then,l517d Hydrogenic
wave function~uCu25uRnlYlmu2! is shown in Fig. 2.

Two collinear pulsed dye laser beams are used to exc
the initial state. Both dye lasers are pumped by a sing
Nd:YAG laser so that both photons reach the scattering ce
ter simultaneously, which improves the stability in the initia
state population. The light emerging from the two dye lase
are linearly polarized vertically with respect to the laborato
frame. The polarization is refined by propagation through
Glan–Taylor prism. To prepare the (Y2212Y21)/& angular
wave function, one laser is directed through a double Fres
rhomb to rotate the linear polarization by 90°. The two las
beams~423 and 396 nm! are combined by a beam splitte
before the rotation by a second double Fresnel rhomb rota
This can introduce some degree of ellipticity to the polariz
tion because of differing amounts of retardation.

FIG. 1. Schematic representation of the energy levels for a Rydberg co
sion, where the final state is probed by the stimulated emission~termed the
dumpmethod in this paper!. The subsequent fluorescence is measured as
initially aligned Rydberg orbital is rotated with respect tov rel .
, No. 24, 22 June 1995ense¬or¬copyright;¬see¬http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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C. Stimulated emission detection

The final 4s18p 1P1 state is probed by simulated emis
sion. This method of detecting the collisionally produced
nal state is described in detail in the preceding paper.11 To
stimulate emission from the final (4s18p 1P1) state to the
(4s4d 1D2) state, a wavelength of 863 nm is produced by
second Nd:YAG laser pumping a third pulsed dye laser. T
dump laser pulse is passed through a Glan–Taylor prism
refine the linear polarization, which is vertical in the labor
tory or space-fixed frame, because a small percent of the
light is unpolarized amplified spontaneous emission. In t
study, an elliptically polarized dump pulse is not required,
described in the preceding paper. The linearly polariz
dump pulse is sufficient because it will stimulate emissi
from all three of the final1P1 state magnetic sublevels to th
intermediate1D2 state. Fluorescence from the1D2 lower
state at 733 nm is counted as a function of the angle that
prepared angular wavefunction makes withv rel , while the
dump laser polarization is fixed with respect to the fib
bundle collection optics.

D. Signal processing

The 733 nm photons are counted to obtain the popu
tion of the collisionally produced 4s18p state. Current from
the PMT is amplified by 100 times and converted to a NI
voltage. The NIM voltage is converted to a frequency by

FIG. 2. Two-dimensional plot in bohr of the probability densit
uCu25uRnlYlmu2 for the 17d level of hydrogen.~a! Y20 spherical harmonic
prepared by two parallel polarized lasers.~b! (Y2212Y21)/& spherical har-
monic prepared by two perpendicular polarized lasers.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 102ded¬20¬Dec¬2010¬to¬131.155.151.114.¬Redistribution¬subject¬to¬AIP¬lic
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homebuilt pulse train stretcher in order to match the max
mum input frequency of the computer expansion boar
counter. The pulse train stretcher counts the NIM pulse
which arrive within an externally supplied time gate and out
puts the counts as TTL with a 5 MHz frequency. This time
gate is supplied by a pulse generator, triggered by the exc
tation laser pulse signal on a photodiode. The photon coun
ing gate is delayed 20 ns from the dump laser pulse and is 5
ns wide, to maximize the ratio of collisionally produced pho-
ton counts to stray background counts. No direct fluores
cence could be observed from the initially prepared
4s17d 1D2 state. Therefore, to monitor the initial

1D2 state,
the cascade fluorescence light collected by the second fib
optic bundle is selected at 672 nm with a band pass filter an
a second PMT. This PMT signal is gated 50 ns after th
preparation laser pulse with a 100 ns width. The PMT curren
is integrated by a boxcar and converted to counts by
voltage-to-frequency converter. The final 4s18p data ~after
subtraction of background counts! are normalized to the
4s17d initial state fluorescence, giving alignment data tha
are proportional to the cross sections~b!.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The cascade fluorescence from the dumped final state
collected as a function of the anglebrel that the initial state
makes with the initial relative velocity vector,v rel . Figure 3

FIG. 3. Alignment data for the process Ca(4s17d 1D2)1Xe
→Ca(4s18p 1P1)1Xe1DE521.7 cm21 by dumping the final
Ca(4s18p 1P1) state. The two preparation lasers are aligned~a! parallel and
~b! perpendicular. Error bars represent 1s error.
, No. 24, 22 June 1995ense¬or¬copyright;¬see¬http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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TABLE I. Relative cross sections: Ca(4s17d)1Xe→Ca(4s18p)1Xe.

Relativem-sublevel cross sectionsa

Detection method Initial state polarization s0 su1u su2u

Stimulated emission Parallel~ll! 1.1360.02 1.1160.02 0.8360.02
Stimulated emission Perpendicular~l↔! 1.1060.02

aValues normalized to 2J1155 for J52.
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displays the alignment curves for laser polarizations paral
and perpendicular, respectively. Data were collected eve
15° to resolve the fourfold structure. Approximately 30
alignment curves were averaged for the parallel and perp
dicular configurations. The error bars represent the61 stan-
dard deviation of the mean in the points. As described in t
preceding paper,11 in order to extract dynamical information
about the energy transfer process, the following expression
used that relates the observed alignment curve to the fun
mentalm-sublevel cross sections~sumu!:

s~b rel!5(
m

U(
m8

gm8dmm8
j52

~b rel!U2s umu, ~2!

wherem andm8 are the magnetic quantum numbers of th
initial state with respect to the initial relative velocity vecto
and the preparation laser polarization, respectively. The so
curves in the alignment data represent a nonlinear lea
squares fit to Eq.~2!. The relative values for them-sublevel
cross sectionssumu are extracted from the alignment curve
and are listed in Table I. The alignment data from the pe
pendicular wave function yields no new information an
only uniquely determines thesu1u value, as noted
previously.12

The dynamical information of the collision is contained
in the relativesumu cross sections. From Table I, we see tha
thesu0u andsu1u values are essentially equal in magnitude b
significantly larger than thesu2u value. In other words, the
interaction between thedz2 electron charge cloud and the Xe
atom is more likely to produce the 4s18p final state in an
end-on collision than in a side-on collision. Interpretation o
these results may be approached in several ways, and
viewpoints are considered here. The first interpretation
based on molecular Born–Oppenheimer potential curves
the transient van der Waals diatomic formed during the co
lision. The Born–Oppenheimer approximation may be val
at n517 for the following reason. The root mean squar
velocity of then517 Rydberg electron is about 107 cm/s,
which is two orders of magnitude larger than the relativ
nuclear velocity of the Ca and Xe atoms, approximately 15

cm/s. It is clear from the data that the initial asymptoticS
andP states corresponding tos0 andsu1u are preferred for
this state-changing collision. A recent semiclassical theore
cal study14 showed that the dependence of the initial orbita
alignment of the state-changing collision of a Rydber
Na(np) atom with He can be large and quite sensitive to th
collision velocity ~Stueckelberg oscillations!. Unfortunately,
van der Waals potentials for the 4s17d levels with Xe are
not yet available. Lacking this information, the data can b
analyzed only by an intuitive picture of the curve crossing
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 102ed¬20¬Dec¬2010¬to¬131.155.151.114.¬Redistribution¬subject¬to¬AIP¬lic
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Because of the large density of states in the Rydberg seri
however, it is very difficult to do so. It also becomes quite
difficult to interpret because the van der Waals interactio
potential is much greater than the 1.7 cm21 splitting between
the initial and final states. Nevertheless, it is clear from th
enhanced values ofs0 andsu1u that the asymptoticS andP
states are preferred in the entrance channel.

The second analysis invokes the impulse approximatio
in two frameworks: the free electron model7,15 and a time-
dependent perturbative approach.16 In both frameworks, it is
assumed that the electron and the perturber interact imp
sively at short range because the large Rydberg electr
charge cloud is unperturbed by the localized rare gas proje
tile until the moment of impact. Work is in progress to use
the free electron model to predict observable alignment e
fects in the Rydberg collisions of Ca*1He.15 Here the Ryd-
berg electron and the cation core are considered as sepa
scatterers. The Rydberg electron/rare-gas perturber inter
tion is assumed to be the most important, and the other i
teractions are ignored. The state-changing process occ
through electron scattering with the rare-gas atom. The sc
tering amplitude for the state change is given by

f nlm←n8 l 8m854p f electron~Q!^n8l 8m8ueiQ–runlm&, ~3!

where f electron(Q) is the electron/rare-gas scattering ampli
tude and theeiQ•r is the momentum displacement operator
Basically, the magnitude of the overlap integral of the mo
mentum displaced initial state and the final state governs t
alignment effect.

Work is also in progress to use the time-dependent pe
turbation method to predict alignment effects16 based on the
impulsive collision between the Rydberg electron and th
localized rare gas perturber. However, this approach take
different tack than the free electron model~in momentum
space!. The semiclassical approach in configuration space
based on a time-dependent perturbation method where
potential,V(r ), is a delta function atr , the point in space
where the rare gas collides with the Rydberg electron. Wi
this assumption, the important quantity is the product of th
initial and final state wave functions at the point of impac
Preliminary results for Ca(4s17d 1D2)1Xe ~where the
electron/Xe interaction is represented by the Fermi conta
potential17! show that the individualsumu values vary signifi-
cantly with velocity of the nuclei. Thes0 value is large over
some of that range and this result agrees well with our e
perimental results. Although it is unclear how these theorie
, No. 24, 22 June 1995ense¬or¬copyright;¬see¬http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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will handle Xe given its larger size and polarizability, thes
preliminary theoretical results, in qualitative agreement wi
experimental data, are promising.
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